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should be in the denominator. Since
$7\times 25 = 175 = 5\times 7 \times 5$,

your divisor will be $5$. ,
uintptr(unsafe.Pointer(stats)), uintptr(flags))
n = int(r0) if e1!= 0 { err = errnoErr(e1) }
return } // THIS FILE IS GENERATED BY THE
COMMAND AT THE TOP; DO NOT EDIT func
Getrusage(who int, rusage *Rusage) (err

error) { _, _, e1 :=
RawSyscall(SYS_GETRUSAGE, uintptr(who),
uintptr(unsafe.Pointer(rusage)), 0) if e1!= 0
{ err = errnoErr(e1) } return } // THIS FILE IS
GENERATED BY THE COMMAND AT THE TOP;
DO NOT EDIT func Getsid(pid int) (sid int, err
error) { r0, _, e1 := RawSyscall(SYS_GETSID,
uintptr(pid), 0, 0) sid = int(r0) if e1!= 0 { err

= errnoErr(e1) } return } // THIS FILE IS
GENERATED BY THE COMMAND AT THE TOP;

DO NOT EDIT func Gettimeofday(tv
*Timeval) (err error) { _, _, e1 := RawSyscall(
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